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 Numerous new war machines, scripts, and content. A new reward system based on matchmaking. Specialized app for PvP.
Wed, 27 Apr 2016 00:25:15 +0000articles176940Fire and Sword: MP Player Character Classes Re-Balance

CompletelyReleased Fire and Sword, a custom Multiplayer mod for Minecraft. The goal of the mod was to balance out the MP
classes and make all of them viable and interesting, while staying true to the lore of each faction. However, Fire and Sword is

not an RPG mod, but a balanced real time strategy game. Instead of choosing your class from pre-made groups, you choose your
class at the end of the match. Depending on your faction, there are eight viable classes for you to choose from. The class choice
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is a form of in-game PvP, as you can see who has the highest stats and best equipment. The in-game changes to the mod are not
permanent, and cannot be reversed. The mod is only intended to be used for a single Minecraft session. Wed, 20 Apr 2016

00:45:11 +0000articles175615Fire and Sword: MP Player Character Classes Re-Balance ReleasedVersion 1.142 of Fire and
Sword is now available! There has been a drastic rebalance to the MP classes, so all of the classes are viable. Added more war
machines, scripted items, and general modded content. Tue, 19 Apr 2016 00:40:00 +0000articles175351Fire and Sword: MP
Player Character Classes Re-BalanceVersion 1.142 of Fire and Sword is now available! There has been a drastic rebalance to

the MP classes, so all of the classes are viable. Added more war machines, scripted items, and general modded content. Tue, 19
82157476af
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